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Abstract— In the area of the image classification, the most recent generation of convolution neural networks (CNNs) produced
extraordinary results. This paper explores a new approach to developing a model for identifying plant diseases, based on the
classification of leaf images, using convolutional neural networks. The model is built by adjusting the number of epochs, changing the
training and testing combinations, modifying the values of dropout, and rectified linear unit(Relu) functions using Keras deep learning
frameworks. We have developed a convolutional neural network for 14 plants containing 38 diseases (including healthy) in which 200
images have taken per class among the plant village dataset of 44,016 images. This study automatically detected various plant leaf
diseases with an average classification accuracy of 99.89 percentages.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Progress in Artificial Intelligence Research now allows for
the detection of plant disease from raw images
automatically. Deep learning has seen in neural networks as
a learning process. The main advantage of deep_learning is
that it can select features from images automatically. In
recent years, image recognition issues have seen a growing
use of CNN models[1-3]. CNN is a deep neural network
(DNN), which is based upon the human visual system and is
used to process images. Various CNN pre-trained models
have proposed for object recognition. Among them,
LeNet[4], and AlexNet[5] have considered as a baseline for
various tasks.
The aim of this study is as follows:
a) The proposed CNN method classifies 38 types of various
plant leaf diseases with classification accuracy.
b) Recognition of different leaf diseases through automatic
techniques will be helpful for farmers to decrease strenuous
work to monitor a big farm.
In this paper, Section II elaborates on the Literature review
about plant disease detection and classification. Section III
depicts, materials and methods used in this study. Section
IV describes the result and discussions. Section V gives a
conclusion and further research.

datasets to train their models for real-world problems.
Mohanty et al. [7] used AlexNet and GoogleNet to detect 14
crop diseases of plant village dataset. The main
disadvantage is to improve CA's more diverse set of training
data was needed. Amara et al. [8] proposed the LeNet
model with the framework deeplearning4j to detect three
diseases of banana plant leaves among 3700 images of plant
village dataset. Siva et al. [9] developed a system to detect
three diseases among 120 tobacco plant leaves of the selfcollected dataset. Alvaro et al. [10] proposed the VGGNet
and ResNet model to detect ten diseases of 5000 tomato
plant leaves from the plant village dataset.
Wang et al. [11] proposed the VGGNet16 model with
framework Keras to detect four diseases of apple plant
leaves among 2086 images. HalilDrumus et al. [12]
proposed the AlexNet and SqueezeNet model with
framework Caffe for the mobile app to detect ten diseases of
5000 tomato plant leaves from the plant village dataset. This
mobile app shows less accuracy as compared to other
previous existing models. Oppenheim et al. [13] proposed
VGGNet with framework MATLAB to detect five diseases
of 2465 images of potato from their own collected
dataset. Jain et al. [14] proposed the Spatial Locality method
to detect two diseases of 1030 of pomegranate plant images.
Arib et al. [15] recommended the CaffeNet model to detect
thirteen diseases of 4511 paddy leaves.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Sladojevic et al. [6] used the CaffeNet model to detect plant
diseases of various plants with their plant datasets. The
authors used the data augmentation process for small
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Materials
Dataset: A benchmark dataset is necessary at every stage of
disease detection and classification research, beginning the
training stage to evaluating the work of identification
algorithms. The number of images 44016 has collected from
the Plant Village dataset[16]. It has divided into 38 different
categories of 14 crops has shown in Fig.1. For the
experimental purpose, we used 200 images per each class
that means a total of 7121 images have loaded in which
6408 leaves have used for training, and the remaining 713
images have for testing.
B.Methodology:
Firstly, CNN has broadly used for object recognition
problems. Nevertheless, it has extensively used in new
domains such as text recognition, object tracking, detection
of actions, visual detection of saliency, and labeling of
sights. Now CNN has been extensively used to detect
various plant leaf diseases.
The steps involved in this model as follows.
In the preprocessing, images from their original size have
rescaled to the correct dimensions, if not the Keras library,
unable to manage such large_scale images. In the case of
plant village dataset no need to resize the dimensions
because all the data are in a uniform size.
The Plant Village dataset has extended dynamically to
prevent overlapping the sample. This method raises the total
dataset. Numerous methods change the training data and
adjust the array representations so that the data mark stays
the same as data increase techniques. Some common
increases are translations, horizontal flips, vertical flips,
Vol. 4 (11), May 2021, www.ijirase.com

random cultivations, grayscales, turning, and jitters of color.
By applying a few of these transformations to a training
data set, it is simple to double or triple the number of
training samples and construct an extremely robust model
with no overlapping problems and more precision[17]. The
applied changes are rotated, zoomed, adjusted height, and
moved width.

Fig.1. Various leaf disease and healthy images from the Plant Village
dataset(1) AppleScab(2) Apple BlackRot(3) AppleCedarRust(4)
Applehealthy (5) Blueberryhealthy (6) Cherry PowderyMildew(7)
Cherryhealthy (8) CornGrayLeafSpot(9) CornCommonRust(10) Corn
NorthernLeafBlight(11)
Cornhealthy
(12)
GrapeBlackRot(13)
GrapeBlackMeasles(Esca)(14) GrapeLeafBlight(15) GrapeHealthy (16)
OrangeHuanglongbing (17) PeachBacterialSpot(18) Peachhealthy(19)
PepperBacterialSpot(20) Pepperhealthy(21) Potato EarlyBlight(22)
PotatoLateBlight(23) Potatohealthy
(24) Raspberryhealthy (25)
Soybeanhealthy (26) SquashPowdery Mildew (27) StrawberryHealthy (28)
StrawberryLeafScorch(29)
TomatoBacterialSpot,(30)
TomatoEarlyBlight(31) TomatoLateBlight,(32) TomatoLeafMold (33)
TomatoSeptoria LeafSpot (34) TomatoTwoSpottedSpiderMite, (35)
TomatoTargetSpot,
(36)
TomatoMosaicVirus
(37)
TomatoYellowLeafCurlVirus (38) Tomatohealthy.

The sequential API of Keras was used in the application
when the input layer has used to insert one layer at a time. A
convolutional (Conv2D) layer, like a collection of learning
variables and filters, is the first layer. For conv2D layers, 32,
64, and 128 filters have selected and 1024 in the last fully
connected layer. A portion of the image transforms (defined
by the kernel size) using the conv2D_filter for the kernel.
The kernel_filter matrix applied to the whole form. CNN
can insulate features that are useful in all areas and construct
task maps. The pooling layer is the second most important
on CNN. In this case, MaxPool2D has used. This layer
works as a filter of a downsample. The next two pixels are
perceived, and the maximum value of both has calculated.
Pooling has used to minimize device costs and also to some
degree to eliminate overfitting. One must carefully select the
pooling size as the pooling measurements increase, the
smaller the sample[18].
The use of convolution and max-pooling layers allows
convolution neural networks to combine the local features
and to know more about the global characteristics of
training images. The Dropout is regularization that
arbitrarily overlooks the part of nodes in the layer (sets the
weights to zero) on every exercise sample[19]. It removes a
random portion of the network to learn certain distributed
features. This approach eliminates overfitting and also
improves widespread use.
The solution' ReLU' has the feature max(0,x) of activation.
The Relu activation function has used to non-linearize the
network. Using the "Flatten" layer in the model, final
function maps have transformed into a single onedimensional vector. The flattening step is necessary so that
fully connected layers have used after certain
convolutional/max pool layers. This layer incorporates all
the local knowledge of the convolutional layers in the past
932
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defined. At last, one utilizes the apps with 1024 filters
connected to two fully 'Dense ' layers. The probability
distribution of neural network outputs for every class '
(Dense(38, activation="softmax ")) in this last layer[20].
IV.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Convolutional Neural Network algorithm for plant disease
detection and classification has executed in python, and the
conducting tests perform on google colab with inbuilt GPU:
Tesla K80, 25.51GB of RAM size, and 68.40GB of hard
disk size. Plant Village Dataset has used for this
experimentation. The list of crops and their diseases has
shown in Fig 2.
Plant Village Dataset: This dataset has downloaded from the
website https://github.com/spMohanty/PlantVillage-Dataset.
The dataset contains 14 crops and 38 diseases of
corresponding plants. All the images are in JPEG format and
have size 741MB. This dataset has 44016 images, and we
selected 200 images from each folder. During classification,
7121 leaves have used for experimentation, out of which
6408 have for training, and the rest of 713 have used for
testing.
Table I results indicate that improves the classification by
increases the data for the training phase. The superlative
trained model (train-90% and test-10%) classified 99.89%
accuracy, and the poor set (train-10% and test-90%)
classifies 97.02% accuracy.
Table II results indicate that the classification accuracy
decreases by increasing more batch size for the training
phase. The leading trained model (training-90% and
testing-10%) with batch size 32 classified 99.89% accuracy
and the lowest training set (training-90% and testing-10%)
with batch size 128 classified 98.91% accuracy.

Fig. 2. Loading the images from Plant Village Dataset

Table III results indicate the relationship between the testing
accuracy of the improved model and dropout probability
value is studied. In general, the dropout operation of
probability value is choosing to be 0.5. Several experiments
were performed from 0.5 to 0.7, with a 0.05 - percent
difference. It has noted that the highest 99.89% and lowest
96% of classification accuracy achieved at the dropout value
0.5, and 0.7 respectively.

Fig. 3. Epochs with classification accuracies
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Table IV results indicate the lowest accuracy of 99.09% at
50 epoch(train-90% and test-10%). Meanwhile, the highest
accuracy of 99.89% at the 200th epoch(train-90% and test10%) as shown in Fig 3.
The classification accuracy of the proposed CNN algorithm
has increased by increasing the data size(38diseases) over
the existing CNN algorithm(15 diseases). The novel CNN
model accuracy/loss of training and validation for 200
epochs has shown in Fig.4.

Table IV. Epoch performance
S.No

Epoch

Training

Testing

classification
accuracy

1

25

90

10

99.35

2

50

90

10

99.09

3

100

90

10

99.59

4

200

90

10

99.89

Table I. Training and Testing performance
S.No

Training

Testing

Classification
accuracy

1

90

10

99.89

2

80

20

98

3

70

30

99.12

4

60

40

98.13

5

50

50

98.29

6

40

60

98.43

Fig.4. Model Accuracy of CNN model for the Plant Village Dataset

7

30

70

97.94

V. CONCLUSION

8

20

80

97.09

9

10

90

97.02

Table II Batch size performance
S.No

Batchsize

Training

Testing

classification
accuracy

1
2
3

32
64
128

90
90
90

10
10
10

99.89
98.95
98.91

Table III. Dropout performance
S.No

Dropout

Training

Testing

classification
accuracy

1

0.5

90

10

99.89

2

0.55

90

10

98.87

3

0.6

90

10

98.42

4

0.65

90

10

5

0.7

90

10

6

0.45

90

10

99
96
99.2
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In this analysis, the neural networks model achieved high
precision, 99.89 percent, when recognizing 38 forms of
different leaves of plant disease. In the train-test collection,
the classification accuracy obtained to a variety of sample
settings with strong robustness(90% of the total data set
employed for training and 10% for testing). This paper
shows that enhanced recognition accuracy by adjusting the
number of epochs, changing the training and testing
combinations, modifying the values of dropout, and rectified
linear unit(Relu) functions. In this paper, we used 200
images per each diseased class due to less RAM Supporting
machine, and this is one of the drawbacks of this proposed
system. In future research, we will use more RAM size to
overcome the above limitation.
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